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Over the weekend of December 6th, 2016, 12 colleagues met at the Maine Coast 
Waldorf School to discuss the place of economics in the Waldorf school curriculum. 
The wide ranging conversations covered topics, including places in the K-12 curriculum 
where we find elements of economics; topics for a high school main lesson in 
economics; the role of the Threefold Social Order in the curriculum; and a list of 
reference materials on various economics topics (see addendum). 
 
Economics in the K-12 Curriculum 
 
In the elementary grades the teacher works on the etheric body of the child through 
pictures and images rather than intellectual concepts. In this way the child acquires 
memories that can be brought to consciousness in the high school. If a mood of 
reverence and gratitude toward nature, as the provider of our material well- being, is 
fostered in the young child it is this that will form the foundation for an understanding of 
economics in high school. 
 
What follows is a list of subjects generally taught in the lower school that may be drawn 
upon in the high school when looking at questions of economics: 

● Farming – grade 3  (directly working with nature) 
● Gardening – grades 4 -8  (being a part of cultivation) 
● House building – grade 3  (transforming resources into building materials) 
● Geography – grades 4 – 8 (explicitly looking at man’s use of resources to sustain 

life) 
● History – grades 5 – 8  (gradually bringing an awareness of the development    of 

economic systems. From hunting and gathering  cultures through to industrial 
production.) 

● Botany – grade 5 (reverence for the miracle of plant growth) 
● Mathematics –grade 6 ( business mathematics – principal  and interest) 

  
Given the pervasive nature of economic relationships there will be many other 
opportunities to cultivate a feeling of gratitude towards nature in the younger child. 
 
In the high school our approach to economics will be much more explicit than in the 
elementary grades as we work with the emerging intellectual capacities of the 
adolescent. It is clear that two subjects, economics and history, are not independent of 
each other and thereby lend themselves to integrated study. If we search for such 
connections then we can begin to present our students with a cohesive picture of the 



world and not a fragmented collection of disciplines that apparently have little to do with 
each other.  
 
What follows are examples of integrating economic considerations into main-lessons in 
grades nine and ten: 

 
● A ninth grade geology main-lesson at High Mowing School in New Hampshire 

included a visit to a sand and gravel pit. Students were able to stand in the 
middle of a vast excavation site while huge quantities of sand were loaded into 
trucks and transported away.  A simple question was posed: “Why is this being 
done?” The response was immediate: “Because the owner is making money.” 
This prompted a further question: “Are you sure and if it is true, how much is he 
or she making?” The students then began to calculate:  With a little help from a 
builder’s transit  the volume of sand that had been removed was estimated. The 
students needed to know how much the owner received for a cubic yard of 
sand.The driver of one of the trucks gave them an answer. A ripple of 
amazement at the price passed through the class. “But is this enough to cover 
the cost of extraction?” Fortunately the owner was at hand and willing to help. He 
outlined the costs and indicated that at that time it had been worth his while to 
extract and sell sand. However, if the price for a cubic yard of sand were to fall 
then he might not be able to cover his costs. “But why will the price change?” 
asked the students. This opened the way to further questions, some of which - 
while remaining unanswered – were to provide  fertile soil for future 
investigations. 

  
● History lessons in grade nine frequently take revolutions as their subject matter, 

thereby mirroring the soul condition of the young adolescent. Many of these 
uprisings can be explained as a fight between the economically oppressed and 
their oppressors. The ninth grader’s empathy for the economically downtrodden 
is stirred by descriptions of such historical events. It is impossible to divorce 
these events from observations of economic conditions and relationships. 

  
● Tenth grade history delves back into the ancient past. Looking at the shift from 

hunting and gathering to the development of agrarian cultures and cities there 
were highly significant economic factors at play. The irrigation of fields in Assyria 
three thousand years ago is a good example of land improvement leading to 
increased crop yields and economic prosperity. In his Republic, written five 
hundred years later, Plato devoted considerable attention to economics. When 
we remember that the word economics is derived from the Greek word for 



household then we realize that this subject has been consciously considered and 
studied throughout the ages. 

  
These examples illustrate the inseparability of economics and history. By giving due 
attention to the economic forces at play throughout history we are also preparing 
students for an explicit treatment of economics. This can take the form of a main lesson 
or track class in the eleventh or twelfth grade.  
 
  
Topics for a High School Main Lesson in 11th or 12th grade 
 

❏ Value and price 
❏ Production –land, labor and capital; historical developments. 
❏ Consumption 
❏ The market mechanism and allocation of resources 
❏ Distribution of income and wealth 
❏ Trade, free trade and protectionism 
❏ Micro- and macroeconomics 
❏ Money and banking 
❏ Ethical questions in economics 
❏ The stock market 
❏ Economic cycles 
❏ Globilization 
❏ Entrepreneurship 
❏ Capitalism, socialism, communism and mixed economies 
❏ Credit 
❏ Profit 
❏ Taxation 
❏ Standards of living 
❏ Wants vs. Needs 
❏ Commodification 
❏ Personal finance 
❏ Opportunity costs and “real” costs 

  
 In working through these themes, we should endeavor to bring them alive for the 
students through a hands-on experience.  These might include simulations of market 
situations;  a mock auction of goods to look at the psychology of purchasing; an 
exercise assigning students islands with limited resources and engaging in trade with 
each other to understand the concept of comparative advantage; a simulated labor 



negotiation to look at the nature of work and the commoditization of labor; creating 
business plans and offering shares in the businesses offered,  leading to a discussion of 
investment, speculation and trust in economic institutions. 
 
The Role of the Threefold Social Order in the curriculum 
 
In addition to the curricular discussions, there was a fruitful conversation about the role 
of the Threefold Social Order and associative economics in the curriculum.  The 
philosophical underpinnings of economics in waldorf pedagogy clearly have their roots 
in the Threefold Social Order and the concept of brotherhood in the economic sphere. 
There was a question raised about the extent to which the Threefold Social Order 
should be taught directly in the upper grades (7-12).  This discussion included the 
discernment that the Threefold Social Order is not an socio-economic system (like 
capitalism or communism), but an articulation of the true nature of the social organism. 
As such, it ought to be taught, at the least, to older students (11th and 12th grades).  
 
Regarding economics, Rudolf Steiner, in chapter two of Towards Social Renewal, 
writes: 
 

The human being is engaged in economic activity in his own interests.            
These are based on his spiritual needs and on the needs of his soul.              
How these interests can be most suitably approached within a social           
organism so that the individual can best satisfy his interests through           
the social organism and also be economically active to the best           
advantage, is a question which must be resolved in practice within the            
various economic facilities. This can only happen if the interests are           
able to freely assert themselves, and if the will and possibility arise to             
do what is necessary to satisfy them. The origin of the interests lies             
beyond the circle which circumscribes economic affairs. They develop         
together with the development of the human soul and body. The task            
of economic life is to establish facilities in order to satisfy them. These             
facilities should be exclusively concerned with the production and         
interchange of commodities, that is, of goods which acquire value          
through human need. The commodity has value through the person          
who consumes it. Due to the fact that the commodity acquires its value             
through the consumer, its position in the social organism is          
completely different from the other things which the human being, as           
a member of this organism, values. The economy, within the          
circumference of which the production, inter-change and       



consumption of commodities belong, should be considered without        
preconceptions.  
 

It can be argued that the task of the teacher with regards to economics is to explore the                  
spiritual and soul needs of the human being, so that students can identify their interests               
in engaging with economic activity. Steiner also begs the question, “how do we             
consider the economy without preconceptions?” These issues would seem to be           
addressed implicitly in the pedagogy of the younger child, as described above, but how,              
and to what degree they should be addressed explicitly with adolescents is a question              
that is only partially answered. Experience with students in the high school confirms that              
they sense the truth of Steiner’s Fundamental Social Law. Why not introduce this and              
the notion of associative economics to the older students? Where will they find guidance              
in developing a new way of thinking about economics if not from such a source?  
 
 
 
It seemed that the group felt that the times we live in call for an ethical experience of                  
economics, in addition to, or alongside, academic and practical experiences. This is,            
again, implicit in the high school economics curricula and pedagogy described above,            
but the degree to which it should be taught directly was debated. Should we teach               
business ethics from a particular perspective? Do we have an obligation to bring             
experiences of sustainable business practices, steady state economics, and         
cooperative economics. Do we bring an ethical perspective to the concept of profit?             
The answer to these question may be obvious, but the line between presenting and              
promoting a view is a bit murky.  
 
An underlying question that accompanied the group discussions was whether or not            
human beings were basically greedy.  Are we naive to believe otherwise?  
 
 
 
 

ADDENDUM 
 

Books and articles that participants have found useful in preparing an economics 
main-lesson 
 
Faustian Economics - Wendell Berry 
Economic Organization of POW camps - Friedrich Hayek 



Natural Capitalism - Paul Hawkens ( Coke bottle article) 
The Story of Stuff - YouTube 
Life and Death of Cities - Jane Jacobs 
Disaster Capitalism - Naomi Klein 
The Economic Naturalist - Robert Frank 
The World is Flat - Thomas Friedman (Dell Computer article) 
Small is Beautiful - E. F. Schumacher 
After Capitalism - Michael Spence 
Two Cheers for Sweatshops - Nicholas Kristof and Sheryl Wudunn 
Associative Economics -Gary Lamb 
Planet Money - podcast 
The Leading Indicators - Zachary Karabell 
The Opposite of Spoiled - Ron Lieber 
About Money - Lapham’s Quarterly, Spring 2008 
The End of Work - Jeremy Rifkin 
Women’s Work - the first 20000 years - Elizabeth Wayland Barber 
Greenspan’s Bubbles: The Age of Ignorance at the Federal Reserve - William 
Fleckenstein 
The Wal-Mart Effect - Charles Fishman 
 
 


